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Mailbag #41: Hats, Lines, & Goalies 

Where do hats thrown on the ice go? Is there reason to be 
concerned with the goalies?  

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - Fresh off of a fun Friday night victory at 
PNC Arena, the Carolina Hurricanes are now 8-2-1. 

Good for the top spot in the Metropolitan Division (at the 
moment), there's been lots to like about the start for the club. 

But a good start doesn't mean that there aren't questions 
from the Caniacs, so before Sunday's matchup against 
Toronto comes, let's answer some. 

(Note: Some questions have been edited for clarity.) 

What happens to the hats thrown on the ice after a hat trick? 
- @teravainensimp 

The hats are cleaned up, sanitized and donated to various 
local charities! 

How about that for some good coming out of some fun? 

Plus, the 25% off at The Eye post-game doesn't hurt either. 

Do you foresee the top six getting mixed up with Aho and 
Necas geling and Teravainen hitting a bit of a slump, even 
though Rod doesn't like to touch the top six much? - 
@josh_holdner98  

As we know by now, we can never be too sure as to what 
Rod Brind'Amour will do with his lines, but I do see the value 
in sticking to what's worked recently. 

We have to remember, change doesn't always mean it will 
result in success. Just because somebody hasn't been going 
doesn't mean that if you stick him with two new linemates he 
all of a sudden transforms into a production machine. 

The horses that are Martin Necas, Andrei Svechnikov and 
Sebastian Aho have been flying to start the year. They've 
combined for 45 points through 11 games. 45! 

What would be the point of putting the three together? Sure, 
you get them all on the ice at one time, but it's hard to fathom 
any of the three getting any hotter than they already are. 

It's much more valuable (or at least it seems) to have the 
pieces spread over two lines to try and get the other three 
players (Seth Jarvis, Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Teuvo 
Teravainen) that the trio operate with going. 

Could last night be the spark that was needed for 
Kotkaniemi? Sometimes all you need is one to break 
through. That was a gorgeous setup by the whole line, too. 

Two assists for Teravainen Friday, just 24 hours after his 
game-saving shootout goal as well. Is this the start to him 
revving up? Sometimes players just don't get the bounces for 
a bit. It feels like "Turbo" is too good of a player to be held 
much longer without a hot streak. 

Thoughts on the wobbly goaltending? - @CanesReportNC 

Has the goaltending been wobbly though? 

Sure, Frederik Andersen wants his puck-playing mishap in 
Edmonton back and Antti Raanta will be the first to admit that 
the second goal against in the Calgary game is on him, but 
outside of that, are we really worried? 

I could work through every game this season, but nobody 
has time for that, so let's just take a quick look backwards, 
chronologically. 

Last night on the first goal against Raanta made the routine 
save, but his teammate just so happened to be beside him 
and it took a bad hop. What's #32 supposed to do there? 

On the second goal against he had a teammate bump into 
his skate just before attempting to make the stop. Does 
Raanta likely still think he should have had it with his glove? 
Probably, but Brian Boucher, a longtime NHL netminder 
himself that was working the game for ESPN+, talked about 
how just the smallest of things like that can alter a goalies 
movements in that situation. 

And on the final goal (see below), a highly skilled player and 
number one overall draft pick was left alone in the slot with 
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no defender within ten feet of him. Hard to put that one on 
him. 

A photo of Sabres defender Rasmus Dahlin completely 
unmarked, unleashing a shot that beat Antti Raanta with 0.1 
seconds remaining. 

"Raants" is 3-0-1 with just ten goals allowed thus far this 
year. 

When it comes to Andersen, don't let his save percentage 
number fool you. 

Just like we did for Raanta, let's assess Andersen's most 
recent outing - Thursday night's win over Tampa. 

The first goal came courtesy of Ross Colton, who was all 
alone in front before redirecting a power play shot from 
Mikhail Sergachev. Of course, being a man down in the first 
place is putting Andersen behind the eight ball, but having a 
defender clear the house or at least tie up Colton in front 
would have also been welcomed. 

Tampa Bay's second goal was another redirection that came 
following a mishap in neutral ice by Carolina that gifted the 
Lightning the rush. Nick Paul, cutting to the front of the net, 
essentially had his stick hit with a pass from Steven Stamkos 
that changed directions by the Canes netminder. 

And before we go any further, I get it, sometimes you need a 
goalie to steal a save off of a tip, redirection or suboptimal 
situation. But you have to keep the same energy when those 
do happen if the performances thus far this season are being 
dubbed as "wobbly". 

I think my point has been made clear, but if there's some 
who are reveling in my defense of the team's netminders 
here, there's two more points I'd like to touch on. 

Lastly, Tampa's third goal came on a full two-minute five-on-
three. Surely we aren't going to hang that one on Freddie, 
are we? 

Oh, and the shootouts? How about 7/9 this week alone, 
including stops on Alexander Ovechkin, Steven Stamkos, 
Nikita Kucherov and Brayden Point. That's running the 
gauntlet there, is it not. 

Are there any limitations to how many players during 
warmups can have their helmet off? - @LikeFiftyNinjas 

To my knowledge there is not. 

It is highly recommended by most teams, but there are some 
veteran players (see: Brent Burns, Derek Stepan) that prefer 
to go without.

Carolina aims to keep win streak alive, hosts Toronto

Toronto Maple Leafs (6-4-2, fifth in the Atlantic Division) vs. 
Carolina Hurricanes (8-2-1, second in the Metropolitan 
Division) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Sunday, 5 p.m. EST 

BOTTOM LINE: The Carolina Hurricanes host the Toronto 
Maple Leafs as winners of four straight games. 

Carolina is 3-1-0 at home and 8-2-1 overall. The Hurricanes 
have allowed 31 goals while scoring 36 for a +5 scoring 
differential. 

Toronto has gone 1-3-2 in road games and 6-4-2 overall. 
The Maple Leafs have committed 56 total penalties (4.7 per 
game) to rank fifth in NHL play. 

Sunday’s game is the fourth time these teams match up this 
season. The Maple Leafs won the previous meeting 3-2. 
Auston Matthews scored two goals in the victory. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Martin Necas has scored seven goals 
with 10 assists for the Hurricanes. Sebastian Aho has seven 
goals and eight assists over the last 10 games. 

John Tavares has seven goals and seven assists for the 
Maple Leafs. Matthews has scored five goals and added six 
assists over the last 10 games. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 7-2-1, averaging 3.2 goals, 
5.6 assists, 4.8 penalties and 9.9 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.8 goals per game. 
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Maple Leafs: 5-3-2, averaging 2.8 goals, 5.4 assists, 4.7 
penalties and 10.8 penalty minutes while giving up 2.6 goals 
per game. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Ryan Suzuki: out (upper body), 
Ondrej Kase: out (concussion), Jake Gardiner: out 

(hip/back), Cavan Fitzgerald: out (undisclosed), Max 
Pacioretty: out (achilles). 

Maple Leafs: Jordie Benn: out (groin), Ilya Samsonov: day to 
day (knee), Joseph Woll: out (shoulder), Kyle Clifford: out 
(shoulder), Carl Dahlstrom: out (shoulder), Matt Murray: out 
(abductor), Jake Muzzin: out (neck).

 

About Last Night: Star Players Lift Hurricanes to Fourth Straight Win 

Monster games from Sebastian Aho and Martin Necas led 
the Hurricanes to their fourth straight win on Friday night 
against the Sabres.  

By Brett Finger 

The Carolina Hurricanes faced an arduous task on Friday 
night. 

After a dramatic come-from-behind shootout win down in 
Tampa on Thursday, the team had to back it up against a 
Buffalo Sabres team riding a three-game win streak that saw 
them score a whopping 18 goals. 

After a shaky start, the Hurricanes kicked things into gear 
and rode monster performances from star players to their 
fourth consecutive win. 

Let’s talk about last night. 

A Slow Start 

On the heels of an emotional road win, the Hurricanes 
struggled to find their game in the early going against the 
Sabres. 

After Alex Tuch’s bid for the first shot on goal of the game 
got deflected out of play by Jaccob Slavin 15 seconds into 
the game, a defensive zone faceoff win by Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi quickly led to a rare Slavin turnover and a quick 
Buffalo goal. 

Jacob Bryson’s shot bounced off Andrei Svechnikov, who 
couldn’t get positioning on Tuch, and the puck bounced by 
Antti Raanta. 

The shifts following the goal weren’t much better, as Buffalo 
secured a few chances in the offensive zone, and Carolina 
struggled to do much of anything with the puck. 

Peyton Krebs nearly extended the road team’s lead after a 
defensive zone breakdown saw the former first-round pick 
get a point-blank chance. Raanta out-waited Krebs and 
managed to make a big stop. 

It was one of those nights where the Hurricanes needed a 
bounce to go their way to get going, and thankfully, that 
bounce came just after the eight-minute mark of the opening 
frame. 

Sabres rookie Jack Quinn turned the puck over to 
Hurricanes’ sophomore Seth Jarvis, and the Finns took care 
of the rest. 

Teuvo Teravainen slid a dazzling no-look pass straight to the 
tape of an unmarked Sebastian Aho for the tying goal. 

Carolina’s follow-up shift saw them seize the momentum shift 
and push for another tally, but one rush the other way from 
Kyle Okposo set up another offensive zone faceoff and 
another goal for the Sabres. 

Victor Olofsson’s one-timer from the high slot awkwardly 
trickled through Aho and Raanta, who were jumbled together 
in the Carolina crease. Buffalo’s early goals were aided by 
sloppy defensive zone positioning that saw a Carolina 
forward limiting Raanta’s space in the blue paint. 

Fortunately, the Sabres wouldn't beat Raanta again for 49:53 
of in-game time. During that stretch, it was all Carolina on the 
scoreboard. 

The Sebastian Aho Show (Ft. Martin Necas) 
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Kotkaniemi drew a Rasmus Dahlin tripping penalty (that 
wouldn’t be their final interaction of the game) to set up the 
first Hurricanes power play of the night, and Aho did it again. 

Martin Necas’ shot off of Aho’s faceoff win found the pivot’s 
stick for a redirection, but Craig Anderson made a kick save. 
Then, after regrouping, Necas found Aho for a short-side 
one-time rocket and his second goal of the night. 

Aho, who went four games without finding the back of the 
net, struck gold twice in just over 4:30 of game time. Both 
goals were wicked one-timers off perfectly-placed passes 
from Teravainen and the red-hot Necas. 

One of the most promising developments from Friday night 
was the power play. The top unit combined for several great 
scoring chances, including a backdoor chance for 
Svechnikov off a great pass from Stefan Noesen on a set 
play. 

Aho’s first legitimate bid for a hat trick also came on the 
power play. Noesen gained the offensive zone and set up 
Necas for a quick 2-on-1, but Aho rifled his shot wide of the 
net. Necas and Aho were flying all night, and they got yet 
another chance four minutes into the second period - this 
one at 5-on-5. 

Necas’ hard forechecking on Casey Fitzgerald forced a 
turnover in the Buffalo zone. Aho collected the puck, spun 
away from a recovering Fitzgerald, and found Necas on the 
other side of the net for a fadeaway snapshot that Andersen 
could barely react to. 

That was Necas’ fourth goal in five games and his seventh of 
the season. It also vaulted him into the top ten in NHL goal-
scoring - just one behind Svechnikov’s team-leading eight. 

On his next shift, Necas got another grade-A scoring chance 
off of a feed from a pinching Brett Pesce, but Anderson got 
across in time to shut him down. He managed to gain 
separation early in the third period and get another great 
chance off of a centering pass from Svechnikov, but that 
rendered the same result. 

Raanta had a stretch late in the second and early in the third 
period where he had to make some tough stops, but after his 
rough start, he was on his game and helped the Hurricanes 
retain their lead. 

Necas’ persistence finally paid off again in the form of a 
gorgeous assist to make it a 4-2 game almost halfway 
through the third period. 

Kotkaniemi won an offensive zone faceoff, and his line put 
the Sabres’ defense into a blender. 

Buffalo anticipated Svechnikov moving the puck back to the 
point. Instead, he found Necas in the slot, and Necas 

instantly spun a centering feed that deflected off of 
Kotkaniemi’s skate and slid by Anderson. 

Necas’ start to the new season has been well documented, 
but last night was another stellar outing from the electric 
forward. He was constantly in the middle of the ice, finding 
open space, making himself an option for his linemates, and 
pushing the pace on the forecheck. 

Through 11 games, Necas has points in ten of those outings 
and ranks in the top ten among all NHL skaters in goals, 
assists, and points. He’s one of only three players in the 
league in the top ten in the three major counting stats. The 
other two are a couple of bonafide superstars - Edmonton’s 
Connor McDavid and Boston’s David Pastrnak. 

Aho was eventually able to cap off his hat trick (get it?) on 
the empty net late in the third period. Aho’s hatty is the 
second from a Carolina player this season (Svechnikov on 
Oct. 20 against the Oilers) and the fifth of his NHL career. 

Aho and Necas combined for four goals and seven points as 
the Hurricanes picked up a 5-3 win to end Buffalo’s win 
streak at three and extend their hot streak to four games. 

Positive Steps in an Imperfect Game 

It was an inconsistent effort at 5-on-5 for the Hurricanes. The 
Sabres produced plenty of chances off defensive 
breakdowns that Raanta had to clean up with some clutch 
saves during the first and second periods. 

Carolina’s depth has been strong so far this season, but on 
the back end of the back-to-back, they needed the star 
players to fuel them if they were going to secure two more 
points in the standings. That’s exactly what happened. 

That star power was present on the man advantage, as well. 
Despite only going one-for-four on the power play, the top 
unit had their most effective effort in recent memory. It was a 
promising development for a power-play group that has 
struggled to make an impact at points in the young season. 

The penalty kill was excellent in their five assignments. 
Rasmus Dahlin ended their perfect night with a garbage-time 
tally with less than a second left in a 5-2 game, but Buffalo’s 
top-ten power play failed to get into scoring areas and was 
forced to settle for long-range, low-danger shots on Raanta. 

Some of Carolina’s special teams success can be attributed 
to their dominant effort in the faceoff circle. They won 61% of 
their draws in all situations, but on the power play, they won 
all seven of their offensive zone draws. They also went four-
for-seven in defensive zone faceoffs on the penalty kill. 

Kotkaniemi had a great faceoff night, but more importantly, 
he finally got his first goal of the season on the Necas spin 
pass. He’s played well, albeit unspectacularly compared to 
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his flashy linemates, but it was nice to see him get on the 
scoresheet. 

He also had a bit of an altercation with Dahlin after the 
defenseman got whistled for an offensive zone interference 
penalty and fired the puck toward the end boards out of 
frustration. 

Kotkaniemi landed a pretty clean gloved punch, but they 
were served matching roughing minors. 

It was a fun night for Carolina’s top six, and their efforts were 
enough for the Hurricanes to escape with a home-ice win. 
Next, the Hurricanes will host the Toronto Maple Leafs for a 
late afternoon tilt on Sunday.

 

Mike Harrington’s NHL power rankings 

By Mike Harrington 

Through Friday's games. Preseason rankings in 
parentheses. 

1. Boston Bruins. First 11 games: A 10-1 record and plus-22 
goal differential. (10) 

2. Vegas Golden Knights. Best start, best team of Eichel's 
career. (17) 

3. Carolina Hurricanes. Sabres saw East's deepest squad. 
(2) 

4. Dallas Stars. Fast start could be derailed by Oettinger 
injury. (16) 

5. New Jersey Devils. Lindy's analytics darlings now getting 
the saves they need, too. (23) 

6. Colorado Avalanche. Team bonding in Finland will surely 
help snap champs' Cup hangover. (1) 

7. Edmonton Oilers. McDavid off to fast start in pursuit of his 
first Rocket Richard Trophy. (3) 

8. Tampa Bay Lightning. They often struggle in October. 
Patience. (4) 

9. New York Rangers. Shesterkin is 6-1-2 but has pedestrian 
.916 save percentage. (8) 

10. Florida Panthers. Tkachuk makes them a completely 
different team to play against. (6) 

11. Buffalo Sabres. Dahlin becoming a superstar before our 
eyes. (21) 

12. New York Islanders. Good start under new coach 
Lambert. (20) 

13. Calgary Flames. Markstrom struggling to stay over .900. 
(7) 

14. Toronto Maple Leafs. Heat is on Keefe. Will players save 
him or sink him? (5) 

15. Pittsburgh Penguins. Sid and crew looked old here 
Wednesday. (9) 

16. Los Angeles Kings. Eden's Iafallo on IR with lower-body 
injury. (13) 

17. Washington Capitals. Ovechkin ties Howe for single-
team goal record. More history coming. (14) 

18. Seattle Kraken. Beniers is early favorite for Calder 
Trophy. (27) 

19. Detroit Red Wings. A mostly terrible showing here 
Monday vs. Sabres. (22) 

20. Winnipeg Jets. Still can't believe they let Comrie walk by 
not playing him enough. (25) 

21. Philadelphia Flyers. Tortorella has them overachieving. 
No surprise. (30) 

22. Minnesota Wild. Evason has them underachieving. Big 
surprise. (15) 

23. Ottawa Senators. Wonder how much of a distraction 
pending sale will become. (18) 
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24. Nashville Predators. Saros yet another No. 1 goalie who 
is seriously struggling. (11) 

25. Montreal Canadiens. St. Louis doing the job behind the 
bench but ruining the tank. (31) 

26. Chicago Blackhawks. Same for Richardson. Team and 
coaching too good. (32) 

27. Vancouver Canucks. Are 3-1 after 0-5-2 start. (24) 

28. San Jose Sharks. The new all teal uniforms are a sharp 
look. The hockey is not. (28) 

29. St. Louis Blues. Major crisis mode: Started 3-0, have now 
dropped six straight. (12) 

30. Anaheim Ducks. Drysdale out months with shoulder 
injury. (26) 

31. Arizona Coyotes. The arena looks fun. The hockey does 
not. (29) 

32. Columbus Blue Jackets. They're a disaster even with 
Johnny Hockey. (19) 

 

 

 

Wolves’ comeback bid falls short against Monsters 

The Chicago Wolves mounted a third-period comeback 
against the Cleveland Monsters on Saturday night but in the 
end fell 4-2 to settle for a split of the weekend series in 
Cleveland. 

Jamieson Rees and Nathan Sucese scored for the Wolves 
but it wasn’t enough as Emil Bemstrom paced the Monsters 
with two goals and an assist. 

The defending Calder Cup champion Wolves opened the 
scoring while on a first-period power play. Rees was credited 
with his second goal of the season when a long shot by 
teammate David Farrance deflected off the Wolves center 
and into the net. It marked the fifth time in their last six 
contests that the Wolves have struck first in a game. 

Later in the opening period, Cleveland answered while 
holding a two-man advantage on Bemstrom’s first goal of the 
game. 

Cleveland grabbed the lead early in the second on another 
power-play goal, this one by Kirill Marchenko. 

Benstrom made it 3-1 Monsters in the opening minutes of the 
third period but the Wolves came right back to cut the deficit 
to one. Sucese one-timed a cross-slot pass from Brendan 
Perlini for his third goal of the season. 

A goal by the Monsters’ Justin Richards late in the third 
ended the Wolves’ comeback hopes. 

Zachary Sawchenko made 32 saves for the Wolves but 
suffered the loss in goal. Pavel Cajan (22 saves) earned the 
victory for Cleveland. 

The Wolves fell to 3-4-1-0 on the season while the Monsters 
moved to 5-5-0-0. 

Next up: The Wolves travel to Milwaukee to face the 
Admirals on Wednesday (10:30 a.m.; AHLTV). 

For information on Wolves ticket plans for the 2022-23 
season — everything from single-game tickets to Flex Packs 
to group outings — visit ChicagoWolves.com or call 1-800-
THE-WOLVES. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/mailbag-number-41-hats-lines-and-goalies/c-337219874 

https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-toronto-north-carolina-maple-leafs-5517557d67ef4c71b49410079f022070  
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/11/5/23441920/about-last-night-stars-carolina-hurricanes-fourth-straight-win-aho-necas-

kotkaniemi-sabres-nhl  
https://buffalonews.com/sports/sabres/mike-harringtons-nhl-power-rankings/article_233ea46c-5d0a-11ed-a6bd-c7b97d9317e1.html  

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/11/05/wolves-comeback-bid-falls-short-against-monsters/  
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Hockey Canada review calls for transparency, public disclosure of 
lawsuits 

 

GRANT ROBERTSON 

PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 4, 2022 

 

A governance review of Hockey Canada is calling for the organization to 
be more transparent about how it settles lawsuits – including disclosing 
to the public where the money to pay sexual-assault claims comes from 
and ensuring that such allegations are not kept secret. 

The governance review, conducted by retired Supreme Court justice 
Thomas Cromwell, was commissioned by Hockey Canada this year after 
it came under fire for its handling of sexual-assault allegations made 
against several national junior-team players. 

Hockey Canada faced criticism from sponsors, the public and federal 
MPs after it quietly settled a lawsuit this spring in which a young woman 
alleged that she was assaulted by several members of the 2018 national 
junior team. The settlement was reached without fully investigating the 
matter and MPs have accused the organization of trying to cover it up to 
avoid public scrutiny. 

Though Hockey Canada said it determined that harm was caused, it did 
not hold any of the players allegedly involved financially accountable, and 
instead turned to registration fees from players and parents across the 
country to foot the bill, without disclosing how their money was being 
used. 

Mr. Cromwell said participants weren’t properly informed about Hockey 
Canada’s use of its National Equity Fund, a multimillion-dollar reserve 
built by registration fees, to settle sexual-assault lawsuits. The fund also 
lacked proper oversight and controls governing its use, he concluded. 

In his final report, issued Friday, Mr. Cromwell called for Hockey Canada 
to be more transparent with the public. 

“We recommend that Hockey Canada take steps to provide timely 
disclosure of publicly available information to its members regarding 
ongoing and potential claims,” Mr. Cromwell wrote. 

“Once a settlement is reached, we recommend that Hockey Canada 
disclose all publicly available information” including the nature of the 

claim, “while respecting the restrictions of any non-disclosure 
agreements in force,” the report said. 

“For example, where a non-disclosure agreement only precludes the 
disclosure of a settlement amount, Hockey Canada could inform its 
members of the nature of the claim, the fact that a settlement was 
reached and how/when the settlement would be funded.” 

The findings call on Hockey Canada to conduct itself much differently 
than it has. 

At federal hearings in June, Hockey Canada was vague about where the 
funds to settle the $3.55-million lawsuit came from. It quickly reassured 
government and corporate sponsors that none of their money was used, 
since both were concerned about being connected to a sexual-assault 
case that MPs said was handled improperly. The lawsuit was settled for 
an undisclosed sum. 

The Globe and Mail was first to report in July that Hockey Canada built a 
financial reserve known as the National Equity Fund, with registration 
fees from players across the country, which was used to settle sexual-
assault claims. Hockey Canada did not disclose this information to 
parents and players. 

A subsequent Globe investigation last month found that Hockey Canada 
also transferred $7.1-million in registration fees from the National Equity 
Fund to create a second financial reserve that could be used in sexual-
assault cases, known as the Participants Legacy Trust Fund. This 
reserve has sat idle as a massive financial war chest. 

A Globe investigation this week, examining nearly 20 years of Hockey 
Canada’s audited financial reports, found that the organization has 
stockpiled large financial reserves far beyond what financial experts and 
its own auditors believe are necessary. The investigation revealed that 
Hockey Canada’s assets grew to $153-million last year, from just $28-
million in 2003, despite its status as a non-profit organization that does 
not pay tax. 

Though Mr. Cromwell said it is reasonable for organizations to create 
financial reserves for legal contingencies, his report determined that the 
National Equity Fund was not acceptable under good governance 
practices. Hockey Canada did not place proper oversight or controls on 
the money, nor was there sufficient disclosure into how it was being 
used. 

Mr. Cromwell found at least six withdrawals exceeding $500,000 from the 
National Equity Fund since 1999 where Hockey Canada did not make 
formal disclosures to its provincial associations, as was required, or did 
not keep proper records. 
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“We recommend that Hockey Canada establish a formal policy governing 
the NEF, with a particular focus on where funds are collected, how they 
are and can be used, what types of approvals are needed to use the 
funds, and how Hockey Canada must report to the board, members, 
participants and the public when it uses the NEF,” the report said. 

Such restrictions will ensure that the fund’s balance only represents what 
is needed, the report said, “and that the funds are only used in ways that 
are consistent with that purpose.” 

After the sexual-assault settlement was reported by TSN in May, MPs 
questioned Hockey Canada about why the 2018 incident had not been 
disclosed earlier. 

Mr. Cromwell said Hockey Canada is now at a pivotal moment to 
restructure itself and rebuild trust. “Hockey Canada is at a crossroads,” 
he wrote. “Confidence takes time to build, but can be quickly lost. Hockey 
Canada’s recent experience is testament to that.” 

Hockey Canada’s board announced last month that it would step down in 
December. It also announced the immediate departure of chief executive 
officer Scott Smith. 

Mr. Cromwell’s report calls for the board be reconstituted with more 
gender diversity, different voices and a more appropriate skill set to run 
such an organization. 

“It is now time for the whole hockey community, including all those under 
the Hockey Canada umbrella, its stakeholders, and Sport Canada to 
work together to make our game the safe and inclusive sport that it ought 
to be,” Mr. Cromwell wrote. 

Globe And Mail LOADED: 11.06.2022 
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The Leafs have a goalie problem after beating the Bruins 

Ilya Samsonov left Saturday’s game with a knee injury, leaving the club 
short in net and a quick turnaround for Sunday’s date in Carolina. 

 

By Kevin McGran 

Staff Reporter 

Sat., Nov. 5, 2022 updated 5 hrs ago 

 

Here comes Auston Matthews. But there goes Ilya Samsonov. Over to 
you, Erik Källgren. 

Matthews scored twice on Saturday night, leading the Maple Leafs to a 
2-1 win over the Boston Bruins at Scotiabank Arena in arguably the most 
complete game played by the blue and white this season. The Leafs won 
their second in a row, tempering criticism that had surrounded the team. 

“These are the kind of games that we need to play really well in when 
we’re trying to climb out of a bit of a hole,” said Matthews. “So a really 
positive (result) for us tonight.” 

But just as the Leafs played their most complete game, there are 
renewed concerns in net. 

Samsonov, the brightest of the Leafs’ free-agent signings, left with a 
knee injury and will not be available against Carolina on Sunday. He was 
replaced by Källgren, who has struggled as a backup but nonetheless 
held off the Bruins in the third period. 

“Obviously hoping for the best,” Matthews said about Samsonov, before 
turning to Källgren. “He’s really calm and collected in the net. He doesn’t 
really say too much. His demeanour does the talking for him, and his 
confidence speaks for itself. 

“He’s really steady in there. All of us have a lot of confidence in him to go 
out there and win some games for us.” 

Matt Murray, supposed to be the team’s No. 1 in net, was injured after his 
first game. The Leafs don’t have another healthy goalie with NHL 
experience under contract, with Joe Woll still not back from a shoulder 
injury. 

“Not many teams in league have three goalies injured in their system and 
comfortable about that,” said coach Sheldon Keefe, “but that’s the reality 
that we have. And lucky for us, Källgren being the guy that has to come 
in and sort of clean things up, it’s a position that he’s been in, the position 
that our team has been in, and we are comfortable with that.” 

Källgren went 8-4-1 last year, filling when Petr Mrázek and Jack 
Campbell were injured or slumping. Källgren (0-2-1) had lost his first 
three games this season. But he stopped all six shots in the third period 
— the Leafs tried to block everything and killed two penalties. 

Leaf Auston Matthews found a sliver of daylight over the shoulder of 
Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark and scored in the first period Saturday night. 

“I played a few games last year and I’ve played a few games this year, so 
I’m prepared to play and I want to play,” said Källgren. “I don’t know 
what’s going to happen, but I’m ready.” 

Worthy nemesis 

The Leafs have made the playoffs seven times in the last 10 seasons. In 
three of those years it was the Bruins who eliminated Toronto in the first 
round. The Bruins, in other words, have been their nemesis for years, 
and a consistent playoff threat. That’s a trait be admired. 

“It’s a credit to their organization,” Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said of the 
Bruins. “Probably mostly the credit would go to the players and their 
leadership group, and the consistency that those guys have performed 
with year after year.” 

They came into the game in first place in the Atlantic Division by a wide 
margin. 

“Guys are excited to play the right way and to play towards a common 
goal,” said Bruins star centre Patrice Bergeron. “There’s no egos in the 
locker room and everyone wants to be a part of the equation and the 
solution, and a piece of the puzzle. That makes a big difference to have 
success.” 

Matthews heats up 

Matthews, the reigning Hart and Rocket Richard Trophy holder, is 
starting to find his scoring touch again. As a result, the Leafs are starting 
to look a lot better. 

Matthews had been saying as recently as 10 days ago, when he had just 
one goal to his credit, that once he scored one the floodgates would 
open. He appears to have been right. He has scored in three games in a 
row and in four of his last five. 

“I just want to continue to play hard and try to get my opportunities and 
make good on them,” said Matthews. “Just trying to create offence, 
possess the puck as much possible offensively and keep the puck out of 
our own end at the same time.” 

Mitch Marner is also heating up with points in five straight games. 

Early lead 

The Leafs played a very solid first period against the best team in the 
division, outshooting Boston 11-7 and emerging with a 1-0 lead after a 
penalty-free 20 minutes. The top line connected, passing and controlling 
the play the way the paying fans at Scotiabank Arena have become 
accustomed. And the game’s first goal was worthy of Matthews’s mastery 
of the puck, something that had been lacking in the early going. 

Michael Bunting won a puck battle behind the Bruins net and fed 
Matthews to the side of Boston goalie Linus Ullmark, who had just about 
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every inch of the short side covered. But Matthews’s skyward shot found 
a little bit of an opening over Ullmark’s shoulder for a quickly converted 
goal. 

Fun second 

The up-and-down action, with as many great plays on defence as 
offence, continued in the second period and Toronto emerged with a 2-1 
lead after 40 minutes. Matthews scored his second on a power play — 
again right outside the crease — fed by William Nylander. It restored a 
one-goal lead. 

Boston’s Brad Marchand had tied the game on a penalty shot, deking 
Samsonov. Samsonov fell back awkwardly and would later talk to the 
trainers, and Källgren, about coming out. 

“I kind of figured that I might be playing in the third, and then found out in 
the second intermission,” said Källgren. 

Liljegren’s return 

The game marked the return of Leafs defenceman Timothy Liljegren, 
who missed all of camp and the first 11 games recovering from surgery 
to repair a hernia. Keefe warned it might take a while for the 23-year-old 
blueliner to get up to speed. 

“I just hope that he can come in and find a groove, and just get going and 
pick up where he left off,” said Keefe. “He’s still a young defenceman and 
doesn’t have a great deal of experience here, but he should be confident 
in how he performed for us last season and he should be excited to come 
back in. It gives us another really good option. 

Au revoir 

The injury-plagued Washington Capitals claimed Nicolas Aubé-Kubel, 
who had no points in six games, off waivers from the Leafs. That cleared 
a spot for Liljegren to officially join the lineup, and took an NHL contract 
off the books. The Leafs now have 49 players under contract; the limit is 
50. Having a spot available means the Leafs can be active in claiming 
players, if need be, or adding in trades. 

Fighting cancer 

The Leafs wore their light-purple Hockey Fights Cancer jerseys — to be 
auctioned off — in warmups. Keefe said the fight has taken on a special 
meaning with prospect Rodion Amirov fighting brain cancer. 

“It hits everybody differently, of course, in your own personal way,” said 
Keefe. “It’s a little bit different this year with our connection to Rodion 
Amirov and the fight that he’s in.” 

There was no update on his health status. His battle was featured in a 
first-period tribute video. 

“He has returned to Russia,” said Keefe. “He’s got a big fight on his 
hands.” 

The Leafs also honoured Leo Colaiacovo — son of former Leaf Carlo 
Colaiacovo — who is also battling cancer. 
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The Bruins’ Mitchell Miller mistake is the last thing hockey needs 

Signing Miller, convicted of bullying a Black classmate with 
developmental disabilities, without even speaking to the victim is beyond 
tone deaf. Commissioner Gary Bettman and Boston’s own stars aren’t 
impressed. 

 

By Rosie DiManno 

Star Columnist 

Sat., Nov. 5, 2022 updated 8 hrs ago 

 

Acid test, litmus test, scratch-and-sniff test. 

Any way you assay it, the elemental composition of the Maple Leafs was 
bound to be deciphered Saturday by rubbing up against the formidable 
Boston Bruins, a team that arrived in town riding a seven-win barrelling 
wave and 10-1-0 record. 

A tsunami of controversy too, after the club on Friday signed 20-year-old 
defenceman Mitchell Miller to an entry-level contract. 

Drafted in 2020 by Arizona, Miller was subsequently released after 
reports surfaced of his teenage conviction for bullying a Black classmate 
with developmental disabilities. Both were 14 at the time and Miller 
pleaded guilty to one count of assault. He and another teen had been 
accused of tricking the boy into eating candy they’d wiped against a 
bathroom urinal. Surveillance video also showed them kicking and 
punching the youth. 

Commissioner Gary Bettman weighed in Saturday on the heels of an 
instant backlash, emphasizing that Miller is not currently NHL eligible and 
may never be. Miller has reported to the Bruins’ AHL team in Providence. 

Amidst yet another reckoning moment for hockey, it’s discomfiting to 
focus primarily on a game. So I won’t, except to note that the Leafs took 
one giant stride toward actually inhabiting the high-quality team they 
profess to be, edging the visitors 2-1 in a gritty performance, although 
injured starter Ilya Samsonov worrisomely didn’t reappear for the third 
period. 

In any event, it was the first step in a three-game crucible over four nights 
against top-notch opponents, scooting out afterward for a Sunday 
engagement in Carolina and then back home to host the Vegas Golden 
Knights on Tuesday. 

That’s the hockey world, and significant for a club vowing to execute an 
abrupt U-turn on a campaign which, thus far, had been rather mediocre. 

In the real world, though, the game has suffered another black eye, 
courtesy of a tone-deaf Bruins front office. Not simply because Miller has 
been taken under their wing, albeit in the minors at this point, but in how 
they went about it — never speaking to the victim, most crucially, and 
whistling past the graveyard of public opinion. 

Which isn’t to say that a repentant Miller doesn’t deserve a second 
chance after his youthful misconduct. Everybody is entitled to redemption 
and forgiveness, especially an adolescent. In Canada, that’s what the 
Youth Criminal Justice Act is all about — to get young lives back on 
track, so they aren’t burdened by their wrongdoing for a lifetime. 

Mitchell Miller, who had his draft rights relinquished by Arizona for 
bullying a Black classmate with developmental disabilities in middle 
school, signed with the Boston Bruins. 

Playing professional sports, though, is a privilege not a right, and guided 
by league protocols. 

After the Black Lives Movement gained ascendancy in the wake of 
George Floyd’s death by cop, the NHL — predominantly a white man’s 
game — announced a series of initiatives to “combat racism and 
accelerate inclusion,” which encompassed mandatory diversity training 
for all league employees. 

This was, after all, a sport where a player was suspended from the ECHL 
in January for making a racist gesture at Jordan Subban, brother of P.K. 
Subban. Where an AHL player was suspended for making a racist 
gesture toward Boko Imama in the same month. Where a few years ago, 
four Chicago Blackhawks fans were ejected from the United Center for 
chanting racist taunts at Washington Capitals forward Devante Smith-
Pelly. Where in 2019, Calgary Flames coach Bill Peters resigned after 
former player Akim Aliu disclosed Peters had used a racial epithet 
against him in the AHL a decade earlier. Where a Black bantam hockey 
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player in Gatineau, Que. revealed this past March that he’d been 
targeted with racial slurs and intimidation all season, compared to jungle 
animals and hit with the N-word. 

Where a banana was once thrown by a spectator at Wayne Simmonds 
— who lined up for the Leafs on Saturday night at Scotiabank Arena — 
during an exhibition game when he was with the Philadelphia Flyers. 

These are not necessarily the isolated incidents we’d all prefer to believe. 

As has become abundantly clear, hockey has a culture problem that 
reflects the wider societal scourge of racism — and sexual misbehaviour, 
but that’s a subject for another day. 

The aforementioned Aliu weighed in Friday on Twitter: “Nothing says 
‘NHL Culture’ like a co-ordinated Instagram apology by Mitchell Miller to 
‘rehabilitate’ him back to the league after victimizing & torturing someone 
for their race & disability for years. Every aspect of this is unsettling …” 

According to NHL statistics disclosed in June, the league had only 54 
active players who identified as Arab, Asian, Black, Latino or Indigenous 
— roughly seven per cent. They’re a minority within a minority of 
advantaged athletes at the highest pro level. 

What Aliu was referencing on social media was the shockingly slack 
character-digging investigative approach Boston’s brain trust has taken 
to independently assess the harm Miller caused a tormented boy and the 
sincerity of Miller’s remorse — a process that didn’t involve direct 
consultation with the victim. Indeed, Miller’s apologia seems to have 
extended no farther than that co-ordinated Instagram post, more than a 
week before the signing and many years after the fact. 

“When I was in eighth grade I made an extremely poor decision and 
acted very immaturely. I bullied one of my classmates. I deeply regret the 
incident and have apologized to the individual. Since the incident I have 
come to better understand the far-reaching consequences of my actions 
that I failed to recognize nearly seven years ago. I strive to be a better 
person and positively contribute to society.” 

The victim’s mother told CBS that Miller’s apology came only via 
Instagram, apart from the court-mandated apology he delivered at trial. 
That’s profoundly not good enough. On “The Pipeline Show,” the mother 
shared further details from a public text exchange: “(To) be clear, it 
wasn’t one incident as he keeps referring to — it is years and years and 
years of torture!” 

Meanwhile, Bruins general manager Don Sweeney, in a Zoom session 
with reporters, expressed angst over the decision, admitting it could 
ultimately prove to be the wrong one. “I am not going to downplay that 
this has been a personal struggle as well as a professional struggle as 
we go through and try to separate the hockey player and person, 
spending quite a bit of time with Mitchell in particular over the last 10 
days.” 

Yet nowhere in that time frame was there room for reaching out to the 
victim? 

Sweeney may be a merciful executive, but he’s dropped his team into a 
hellstorm scandal with players having to answer for a hockey operations 
gambit. Because the Bruins have historically leaned in hard to their 
identifying culture. To their credit, leadership players on Saturday were 
forthright about their doubts and misgivings. 

Captain Patrice Bergeron explained that he was asked by Sweeney for 
his views last week: “I had my concerns. I shared my opinion. I was not 
necessarily agreeing with it. To be honest, the culture that we’ve built 
here goes against that type of behaviour … What (Miller) did is obviously 
unacceptable. For myself, in this locker room we’re all about inclusion, 
diversity, respect … We expect guys who wear this jersey to be high-
character people. 

“Truthfully, hopefully there’s some growth and change. If it’s the same 
14-year-old that would be walking into this locker room, he wouldn’t be 
accepted in this locker room, to be honest.” 

From Brad Marchand: “We have a culture in this organization, in this 
room. We obviously don’t condone what happened. That will never be 
part of our team and our organization.” 

Miller, Marchand continued, has been given a chance at atonement 
because he’s purportedly undergone a character adjustment, agreeing to 
an educational and community path away from his toxic past. But “it’s 
going to be a very long process for him. And that’s on him …” 

And from ex-Leaf Nick Foligno: “It’s not something that anyone in this 
room stands for. The culture that we’ve built, that these guys have built 
before I got here, is one of inclusion and I think it goes against that. I 
understand he was 14 when he made this mistake. But it’s hard for us to 
swallow because we take a lot of pride in here — the way we act, the 
way we carry ourselves, what it is to be a Bruin. 

“So that was a tough thing to hear for our group, I’m not going to lie to 
you. I don’t think any guys were too happy.” 

That is Boston’s acid test as a team. And heartburn for the franchise. 
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Bruins players, proud of culture in the dressing room, not supportive of 
Miller signing 

 

Terry Koshan 

06/11/2022 

 

The men who wear the Boston Bruins’ uniform aren’t happy about the 
team’s signing of Mitchell Miller. 

Good on them.  

A day after the Bruins announced they had signed the defenceman to a 
three-year entry-level contract, the players, following their morning skate 
on Saturday at Scotiabank Arena, had their say. 

The 20-year-old Miller, who racially bullied a Black disabled classmate in 
middle school and later pleaded guilty to one count of assault, was 
drafted by the Arizona Coyotes in 2020 but then had his draft status 
revoked. 

“The culture we built here goes against that type of behaviour,” Bruins 
captain Patrice Bergeron said. “We’re a team built with character and 
character people. What he did is unacceptable and we don’t stand by 
that. In this locker room, we are all about inclusion, diversity, respect. 

“My understanding is (Miller) is going to put in the work and development 
programs and community programs to better himself. It’s up to him to do 
that. It’s a hockey operations decision. 

“Hopefully, there is growth and change (in Miller). If it’s the same 14-
year-old walking into this locker room, he would not be accepted and 
wanted and welcomed.  

“Our culture is not going to change. It’s something that I am proud of, 
something we have worked hard for and we don’t need to change that. 
The changes are from the individual himself.” 

Veteran forward Nick Foligno, like Bergeron a long-respected voice in the 
game, didn’t sugar-coat his feelings.  

“It’s tough, it’s a hard topic,” Foligno said. “The organization is not going 
to do something that would jeopardize (the team’s culture), but in saying 
that, it’s not something that anyone in this room stands for. 

“It was a tough thing to hear for our group. I’m not going lie to you. I don’t 
think any guy was too happy because of how proud we are to say that 
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this is a group that cares a lot about ourselves and how we carry 
ourselves and how we treat people.” 

Miller and another teenager were accused of making the victim, Isaiah 
Meyer-Crothers, eat a candy push pop after wiping it in a bathroom 
urinal, and surveillance video showed them kicking and punching Meyer-
Crothers.  

Meyer-Crothers’ mother, Joni, told The Arizona Republic that Miller 
started bullying her son in the second grade and used racial epithets. 
There never has been an apology from Miller, Joni Meyer-Crothers said, 
other than a court-ordered letter. 

Miller had 83 points in 60 games for Tri-City of the United States Hockey 
League last season. That Miller get a “second chance” doesn’t really 
wash.  

Playing in the NHL is a privilege, not a right. If Miller needs a second 
chance in life, let him get it somewhere else.  

Speaking in Finland, where the Colorado Avalanche and Columbus Blue 
Jackets concluded their two-game set in the Global Series, NHL 
commissioner Gary Bettman didn’t sound pleased about the latest Bruins 
acquisition. 

“We were not consulted (by the Bruins),” Bettman said. “(Miller) is not 
eligible at this point to come into the NHL. I can’t tell you that he will ever 
be eligible to come into the NHL. If they think they want him to play in the 
NHL … we’re going to have to clear him and his eligibility. Nobody should 
think at this point he is or may ever be NHL eligible. And the Bruins 
understand that.” 

SALMING COMING 

Maple Leafs legend Borje Salming, who is battling with ALS, has been 
given the green light to travel to Toronto for the Hockey Hall of Fame 
induction next weekend, media in Sweden reported on Saturday. 

Salming, who was inducted into the Hall in 1996, will be coming to 
Toronto with his wife Pia and four daughters. Diagnosed with ALS in the 
summer, the 71-year-old Salming has lost the ability to speak and 
swallow, and the extent of his participation in the Hall festivities will 
depend on his health. 

The trip also will allow Salming to get medicine in Toronto and take it 
back to Sweden with him, Expressen reported. 

In the player category, Daniel Alfredsson, twins Daniel and Henrik Sedin, 
Roberto Luongo and Riikka Sallinen will be inducted. Herb Carnegie will 
be inducted in the builder category.  

LOOSE LEAFS 

With Hockey Fights Cancer the theme on Saturday, Leafs coach Sheldon 
Keefe acknowledged the personal tie to the club. “It hits a little bit 
differently this year with our connection to (2020 first-round pick) Rodion 
Amirov and his fight (with a brain tumour) that he is in,” Keefe said. Keefe 
had no update on Amirov, other than that the 21-year-old has returned to 
Russia after spending time with the Leafs. Will Amirov play this season? 
“He has a big fight on his hands here,” Keefe said … Leafs captain John 
Tavares on Bergeron, who continues to be among the top players in the 
NHL at the age of 37: “For a guy who is probably not known for his 
skating — I would not say he is a bad skater — he just doesn’t really 
have to skate that hard because he knows where to always be, with and 
without he puck. That knowledge allows him to be ahead of the game, 
ahead of the next play.” … Erik Kallgren, slated to start in Carolina 
against the Hurricanes on Sunday, beat the ’Canes in his only previous 
game against them. That came this past March 17 when Kallgren made 
34 saves in a 3-2 Leafs win in Toronto. 
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Maple Leafs lose goalie Ilya Samsonov, but hang on to beat the Bruins 

 

Terry Koshan 

Nov 05, 2022  •  7 hours ago  

 

The potential for a Maple Leafs nightmare appears to be upon the team. 

Already without goalie Matt Murray, who continues to recover from an 
adductor injury, the Leafs on Saturday night lost netminder Ilya 
Samsonov. 

The latter didn’t return for the start of the third period against the Boston 
Bruins at Scotiabank Arena, giving way to third-stringer Erik Kallgren. 

In the final 20 minutes, Kallgren made seven saves as the Leafs held on 
for an impressive 2-1 victory. 

Samsonov suffered a knee injury, but coach Sheldon Keefe did not have 
a further update after the game. 

Samsonov won’t be available for the Leafs’ game on Sunday in Carolina 
against the Hurricanes, a match that Kallgren had been slated to start 
anyway. 

“Not many teams in the league are going to have three goalies injured in 
their system and feel comfortable about that,” Keefe said, referring to 
Murray, Samsonov and Joseph Woll. “It’s the reality that we have. Lucky 
for us, Kallgren being the guy that has to come in and clean things up, it’s 
a position that he has been in (last season) and we are comfortable in 
that.” 

Toronto otherwise had something to celebrate before a rambunctious 
crowd of 18,926, knocking off the Bruins, holders of the best record in the 
National Hockey League going into the game. Boston had won seven in 
row. 

Auston Matthews scored two goals in a game for the first time in 2022-
23, giving him five in his past five games. Toronto killed off two penalties 
in the third period, helping it improve to 6-4-2. 

“Really pleased with the effort throughout the 60 minutes,” Matthews 
said. “Same division, probably the hottest team coming in, in the NHL. 
We wanted to make sure we were ready and prepared for that challenge 
and I thought we did a really good job.” 

The win was the Leafs’ second after they had sputtered with four 
consecutive losses. Toronto was the better club throughout, giving the 
Bruins few chances to make an offensive dent. 

“We just found another level,” Keefe said. “We moved the puck better. 
We skated harder both ways. 

“We knew that Boston was going to demand our absolute best if we were 
going to compete with them. Our guys not only met that, I thought we 
established the pace of the game early.” 

The backup goaltending options for the Leafs are limited. Woll remains 
out with a shoulder injury and has not played for the Toronto Marlies. 
Neither Marlies goalie — Dylan Ferguson and Keith Petruzzelli — is 
under contract with the Leafs. One bonus came earlier Saturday when 
winger Nicolas Aube-Kubel was claimed off waivers by the Washington 
Capitals. That brought the Leafs organization to 49 contracts, one less 
than the maximum of 50. 

Kallgren said he is set for an increased workload. 

“I want to play, of course,” Kallgren said. “I don’t know what’s going to 
happen, but I’m ready.” 

The Bruins required a penalty shot to beat Samsonov and it was on that 
play, Keefe said, that Samsonov was hurt. 
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That came at 4:59 of the second when Brad Marchand went to his 
backhand to score on the free attempt. The shot was awarded after 
Marchand had broken in alone and was tripped by TJ Brodie. Not only 
was the goal the 800th NHL point or Marchand’s career, it gave him six 
goals on nine career penalty shots. 

That tied the game 1-1, but the Leafs didn’t slouch. 

Matthews scored his second at 14:07 during the Leafs’ first power play, 
coming with Jake DeBrusk serving a holding minor. 

On a fine solo effort, William Nylander carried the puck into the Bruins 
zone, darted around the net and fed Matthews, who was open at the top 
of the crease. The result was an easy tap-in for Matthews and restored a 
one-goal lead for Toronto. Tomas Nosek had a chance to check 
Matthews at the net, but ignored what should have seemed obvious. 

Matthews scored the only goal in the first period, producing his second of 
the season at five-on-five. After Michael Bunting won a battle behind the 
net with Bruins defenceman Brandon Carlo, he kicked the puck to 
Matthews, who in turn stuffed a shot on the short side past goalie Linus 
Ullmark. 

The Leafs got a bit of clarity in their bottom six when Aube-Kubel, who 
couldn’t find a footing in Toronto and was scratched in five of the 
previous six games, was claimed. 

The signing of Aube-Kubel, who was a spare part in the Colorado 
Avalanche’s Stanley Cup run last spring, was a big whiff. Toronto 
officially added him less than a half-hour after free agency opened on 
July 13, but rather than make an impact, Aube-Kubel was a non-factor in 
six games. 

“Hard to put a finger on it,” Keefe said. “He was a guy we really believed 
in. A fit on the line with (David) Kampf and (Zach) Aston-Reese never 
seemed to click. It didn’t quite work for him.” 
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Bruins players have some things to say about club's signing of Mitchell 
Miller ... Leafs lose Aube-Kubel on waivers 

 

Terry Koshan 

05/11/2022 

 

The Boston Bruins aren’t happy about the team’s signing of Mitchell 
Miller.  

A day after the Bruins announced they had signed the defenceman to a 
three-year entry-level contract, the players, following their morning skate 
on Saturday at Scotiabank Arena, had their say. 

The Bruins, winners of seven in a row and in first place in the National 
Hockey League with a record of 10-1, and Maple Leafs renew their rivalry 
on Saturday night. 

The 20-year-old Miller, who racially bullied a Black, disabled classmate in 
middle school and later pleaded guilty to one count of assault, was 
drafted by the Arizona Coyotes in 2020 but then had his draft status 
revoked. 

“The culture we built here goes against that type of behaviour,” Bruins 
captain Patrice Bergeron said. “We’re a team built with character and 
character people. What he did is unacceptable and we don’t stand by 
that. In this locker room, we are all about inclusion, diversity, respect. 

“My understanding is (Miller) is going to put in the work and development 
programs and community programs to better himself. It’s up to him to do 
that. It’s a hockey operations decision. 

“Hopefully, there is growth and change (in Miller). If it’s the same 14-
year-old walking into this locker room, he would not be accepted and 
wanted and welcomed.  

“Our culture is not going to change. It’s something that I am proud of, 
something we have worked hard for and we don’t need to change that. 
The changes are from the individual himself.” 

Veteran forward Nick Foligno, like Bergeron a long-respected voice in the 
game, didn’t sugar-coat his feelings.  

“It’s tough, it’s a hard topic,” Foligno said. “The organization is not going 
to do something that would jeopardize (the team’s culture), but in saying 
that, it’s not something that anyone in this room stands for. 

“It was a tough thing to hear for our group. I’m not going lie to you. I don’t 
think any guy was too happy because of how proud we are to say that 
this is a group that cares a lot about ourselves and how we carry 
ourselves and how we treat people.” 

Miller and another teenager were accused of making the victim, Isaiah 
Meyer-Crothers, eat a candy push pop after wiping it in a bathroom 
urinal, and surveillance video shows them kicking and punching Meyer-
Crothers.  

Meyer-Crothers’ mother, Joni, told The Arizona Republic that Miller 
started bullying her son in the second grade and used racial epithets. 
There never has been an apology from Miller, Joni Meyer-Crothers said, 
other than a court-ordered letter. 

On the ice, the Leafs (5-4-2) will attempt to build off a win against the 
Philadelphia Flyers on Wednesday. Ilya Samsonov will start in goal and 
defenceman Timothy Liljegren will make his season debut after 
recovering from hernia surgery. 

“They have been a good team for a long time now,” Leafs captain John 
Tavares said. “They are solid throughout their whole lineup. It will be a 
great test for us. We have to play the way we need to play to make it 
hard on them.” 

Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe was hopeful that the team would not lose 
forward Nicolas Aube-Kubel on waivers.  

But the Washington Capitals on Saturday claimed Aube-Kubel, ending 
his brief time with the Leafs. 

After signing a one-year contract with Toronto in July to bolster the 
team’s forward depth, Aube-Kubel was a disappointment for the Leafs 
and was scratched in five of the past six games.  

“We really like the player, it hasn’t worked out for him the way we had 
foreseen,” Keefe said. “He has not played to his own expectations. We 
do like the player and we’ll have to see how (the waiver process) shakes 
out.” 

Hockey Fights Cancer will be the theme for game, with the Leafs wearing 
special warmup sweaters that will be auctioned off, with proceeds going 
to cancer charities. 

“It hits a little bit differently this year with our connection to (2020 first-
round pick) Rodion Amirov and his fight (with a brain tumour) that he is 
in,” Keefe said. 

Keefe had no update on Amirov, other than that the 21-year-old has 
returned to Russia after spending time with the Leafs. Will Amirov play 
this season? 

“He has a big fight on his hands here,” Keefe said. 
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Maple Leafs crease crisis: What should Toronto do minus its two top 
goaltenders? 

 

Jonas Siegel 

06/11/2022 

 

This is pretty close to worst-case scenario for the Maple Leafs and their 
crease. 

Matt Murray is out. He’s still recovering from the adductor injury he 
suffered at a morning skate three weeks ago. He was expected to miss a 
minimum of four weeks, and almost certainly longer. Leafs coach 
Sheldon Keefe said Murray was still “quite a ways away” when the goalie 
was spotted on the ice earlier this week. 

And now, of course, Ilya Samsonov is out with a knee injury. For how 
long is uncertain. Keefe had no update after the Leafs’ resounding win 
over the Bruins on Saturday, a performance that will inevitably get 
overshadowed by the precarious state of the crease. 

All of the above mentioned basically comes down to this: The crease 
belongs – for now – to Erik Källgren, who’s played 18 NHL games, and 
an even bigger question mark behind him. 

“I played a few games last year. I played a few games this year. So I’m 
prepared to play,” Källgren said after stopping all seven shots he faced to 
procure the Leafs their second straight win. “And I want to play, of 
course.” 

“I’m ready,” he added. “We’ll see what happens.” 

Källgren has been here before – sort of. 

Last March, with Petr Mrazek scuffling (badly) and Jack Campbell out 
with an injury, the Leafs turned to Källgren to calm things down in their 
crease. Even though he had no NHL experience at that point, Källgren 
did exactly that. 

He turned in a 35-save shutout against Dallas and then beat Carolina two 
nights later. 

Increasingly though, Källgren looked more like a goalie who wasn’t ready 
to play in the NHL. More like an AHL goalie. He won eight of his 14 
appearances but posted only an .888 save percentage. He gave up 
almost eight goals more than expected. 

In four appearances this season, Källgren has registered an .884 save 
percentage. He’s yet to register a win. (Samsonov got the win on 
Saturday.) 

And now the Leafs need him to be the guy until one of Murray or 
Samsonov returns. 

If it’s a short-term thing for Samsonov, the scale of the problem obviously 
diminishes greatly. It’s not a crisis in that case. Källgren can stand in for a 
few starts and be competent. A weeks-long stint, on the other hand, 
could be trouble. 

It could expose the Leafs’ crease, which also includes an injured Joseph 
Woll. 

“Not many teams in the league have three goalies injured in their system 
and feel comfortable about that,” Keefe said. “But it’s the reality that we 
have here right now. Lucky for us, Källgren being the guy that has to 
come in and clean things up — it’s a position that he’s been in and a 
position our team has been in, and we are comfortable in that.” 

It’s certainly an unfortunate set of circumstances for the Leafs, but not 
one that was impossible to foresee. 

The Leafs made a huge bet in the offseason on Murray, a goalie who’s 
struggled mightily to stay healthy in recent years. An injury to Murray 
would thrust Källgren into the backup role. An injury to Samsonov would 
drop Källgren into prime time. 

Which is where we stand. 

The Leafs opted not to add a more secure, experienced third option in 
the summer. Perhaps they saw enough in Källgren’s stint with the NHL 
club last season to believe he could handle fill-in duty just as well as 
someone like Michael Hutchinson. 

The Leafs went down the Hutchinson well repeatedly. It did not go well, 
repeatedly. Perhaps they were done with a guy like that. Perhaps they 
didn’t believe he would be any better than Källgren, no matter his 
experience. 

The problem with that approach is that it leaves the crease of a team with 
so much on the line this season in vulnerable, unproven hands. 

Again, maybe Samsonov won’t miss much time. Maybe Murray will return 
in a few weeks. Maybe Källgren can be just OK in the interim, especially 
if the team in front of him plays like they did against the Bruins. 

“He’s just really calm and collected in the net,” Auston Matthews said of 
Källgren. “He doesn’t really say too much. But I think his demeanour 
does the talking for him. His confidence speaks for itself. He’s really 
steady in there. So I think all of us have a lot of confidence in him to go in 
there and win some games for us.” 

It’s possible the Leafs have to move swiftly on a trade to increase the 
level of stability in goal. 

The Vegas Golden Knights might offer one path. They’ve got Laurent 
Brossoit on a conditioning loan in the AHL at the moment, with Logan 
Thompson and Adin Hill both around with the NHL club. 

They’ll likely have to get rid of one goalie. 

Brossoit carries a rich $2.325 million cap hit. Hill costs a little less – 
$2.175 million on the cap. Thompson is their starter. 

With Jake Muzzin sidelined, the Leafs have the cap space to add a 
pricey option if they so choose. 

Vegas’ fourth goalie? You betcha. Michael Hutchinson. (Bring him back 
again???) 

Could brief former Leaf Aaron Dell be another possibility? He’s playing in 
the AHL at the moment in the Sharks system. He comes with only a 
$775,000 cap hit. 

The Leafs’ short-term solution will evidently be Keith Petruzzelli, 
according to Elliotte Friedman. Petruzzelli has won his first six starts with 
the Marlies this season. He’s a 6-foot-6 former Red Wings third-round 
pick. He’s yet to play an NHL game though, and in fact, has played only 
11 AHL games to this point after going the college route. 

Apparently, TOR has signed G Keith Petruzzelli to an NHL deal. He was 
on an AHL contract, but will now be promoted w/Samsonov injured 
tonight. Was 6-0 with Marlies this year 

— Elliotte Friedman (@FriedgeHNIC) November 6, 2022 

Losing Nicolas Aube-Kubel on waivers did leave the team with one 
available contract slot. 

Källgren knew something was wrong with Samsonov when his teammate 
arrived at the bench in discomfort during a TV timeout in the second 
period. Samsonov was hurt on Brad Marchand’s penalty shot. His left 
knee bent awkwardly, but he played the remaining 15 minutes of the 
period. 

Källgren overheard Samsonov talking to the medical staff though and 
knew there was a problem. 

“I kinda just started to prepare mentally to go in,” Källgren said. 
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He did his job, stopping all seven shots he faced to procure the Leafs 
their biggest and best win of the season. 

Now he may be needed for a whole lot more. 
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Maple Leafs report cards: Auston Matthews scores twice as Leafs 
measure up to Bruins 

 

Omar White 

06/11/2022 

 

Whether the Leafs like it or not, games against the Boston Bruins are 
never ordinary. When you take that fact and multiply it with Boston’s 
dominance in the standings this year, it made tonight’s game a focal 
point. 

And what do they do? The Leafs come up with arguably their best game 
of the season and hand the Bruins their second loss of the season. They 
didn’t need to change their style or get more aggressive. All they had to 
do was buy-in, execute and produce the things we know they can do. 

It wasn’t all pretty and the question mark around goaltending just got 
even bigger with the injury to Ilya Samsonov, but all in all, this was a 
completely positive night for the Toronto Maple Leafs in this ‘measuring 
stick’ stretch of the season. 

First star 

Auston Matthews 

The goals were bound to come in buckets and Matthews left Scotiabank 
Arena with two. The first was a great display of speed, hands and timing 
beating Linus Ullmark through the smallest of holes in the net. 

AUSTON MATTHEWS   

no room? no problem! pic.twitter.com/v1o58l0sNs 

— Omar (@TicTacTOmar) November 5, 2022 

The second was a lot easier as all Matthews needed to do was keep his 
stick on the ground. 

AUSTON MATTHEWS    

WHAT A PASS FROM NYLANDER pic.twitter.com/cekJnQ0LPk 

— Omar (@TicTacTOmar) November 6, 2022 

What we are seeing though is Matthews not sticking to one style mid-
game anymore. He’s throwing everything at the net and making use of 
different areas to produce. He’s also still staying on the positive side of 
the defensive line as he bailed Morgan Rielly out in the defensive zone 
picking up the puck off a failed pass before going down and scoring. 

If you thought the reigning Rocket Richard winner was done, you thought 
wrong. 

Auston Matthews has scored five goals in his last five games. 

— Jonas Siegel (@jonassiegel) November 6, 2022 

Second star 

William Nylander  

The wheels were on fire tonight. I liked Nylander’s willingness to take the 
puck to the net and jam a scoring chance on Ullmark aside from his go-to 
cycles around the offensive zone to look for options. The speed on the 

power play apparently turned Matthews invisible as he had time and 
space to get the pass from Nylander and score. 

Third star 

Denis Malgin 

I guess playing a 200th career game can be motivating as Malgin was 
firing everything tonight. He was really good at tracking and jumping on 
loose pucks and wasn’t afraid to lean on the opposition along the boards. 
The key thing for me was Malgin made the fourth line noticeable. The 
configuration of the third line may still see some tweaks here and there 
but I think Sheldon Keefe has his trio set on that final line. 

Player Reports 

A+ 

Mark Giordano  

Giordano is maintaining the fire unleashed at the end of the Flyers game 
with some jostling with Taylor Hall and the consistency on his zone 
defence amplified the frustration of the Bruins’ puck carriers. He also led 
the team with three blocks including another goalie-like save. 

MARK GIORDANO DOES IT AGAIN pic.twitter.com/M51JBbR1RX 

— Omar (@TicTacTOmar) November 6, 2022 

A 

Timothy Liljegren 

We’ve been waiting a while for Liljegren to make his season debut and 
he didn’t disappoint as made the blue line better. His gaps were sharp 
and his decision-making in both zones has vastly improved. Liljegren had 
a really strong shift in the second period moving up and down along the 
boards from the point and firing shots on net when the opportunity 
presented itself. 

B+ 

John Tavares  

Tavares had a pointless night but was still impactful creating shots and 
scoring opportunities in transition through the legs of defenders. He 
found himself in the box twice — and you could argue the validity of 
those calls — which could’ve put the team in a bad spot. Luckily it didn’t. 

Justin Holl 

Playing with T.J. Brodie has calmed Holl down a bit and given him a 
much-needed security blanket. He really stood out on the penalty kill in 
the third with some key blocks and using his body to take away passing 
lanes. 

Erik Källgren 

The third-stringer wasn’t expected to play until tomorrow but stopped all 
six shots faced in a period where the Bruins were one goal away from 
tying the game. 

Mitch Marner  

Of his two secondary assists, the second one was noteworthy as he gave 
Nylander the open lane to enter the zone. Additionally, his backcheck on 
David Pastrnak robbed him of a scoring chance — and likely goal. 

Marner yoinks the puck from Pastrnak on the backcheck 
pic.twitter.com/8ehRBf5wtY 

— Omar (@TicTacTOmar) November 6, 2022 

B 

Michael Bunting  
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It was all about the battles for Bunting and that led to a hard-fought 
primary assist for Bunting outworking Brandon Carlo from behind the net 
and getting the puck to Matthews. 

Zach Aston-Reese 

This was his best game as a Leaf in my opinion. Aston-Reese was 
effectively physical in the corners and fed off the buzz Malgin was 
generating. I was a big fan of the quick wraparound attempt he had in the 
second period instead of just cycling the puck back to the point. 

David Kampf  

The offensive instincts are coming out more often for Kampf. He’s made 
it a habit of getting the puck by the left side of the net and sending it to 
the slot for a linemate. Kampf was also out on the ice as the motive 
shifted to defending the lead and he took ice away from the Bruins in the 
defensive zone. 

B-  

T.J. Brodie  

Brodie looked a bit slow on the Marchand rush that led to the penalty 
shot — the only goal the Leafs would give up. 

C+ 

Alex Kerfoot  

A lot of chances without any goals to show for it. Kerfoot has great speed 
and instincts in most regards but the finishing power hasn’t been there. 
Kerfoot had two chances in the first period, one that was well-defended 
by Hampus Lindholm and another that he fanned on not too far away 
from the net. Kerfoot’s work on the penalty kill is definitely appreciated 
but he needs to bury these chances if he’s going to remain in the top six. 

C 

Wayne Simmonds  

In many ways, Simmonds stood out the most on that third line with two 
hard shots on net – the most of his line. He also had some strong 
finishing on his checks. 

Pierre Engvall 

Keefe changed things up for Engvall giving him centre duties on the third 
line but he didn’t do much with the opportunity. I still feel there’s a lot 
more Engvall can give though it is a good sign of confidence in his 
defensive game to see him defending a lead for the final minutes of 
regulation. 

Calle Jarnkrok 

Jarnkrok had some good hustle and plays on the penalty kill but similar to 
Engvall, I’m waiting to see what else he can create on the other side of 
the puck. We haven’t seen much of his shot this season. 

Rasmus Sandin  

Sandin had good physicality against a hard-hitting team, both on the 
receiving and delivering end. 

C- 

Morgan Rielly  

At times Rielly looked outworked and at other times looked like he was 
running around too much in his own end. Giordano had that big block 
after bailing out some crossed wires from Rielly in front of the Leafs’ net. 

MIA 

Ilya Samsonov 

Samsonov played the first two periods and looked steady despite some 
loose rebounds that he and the team needed to fight for. As for the cause 
of his knee injury that took him out, the main focus has been on the Brad 

Marchand penalty shot. Did he bite? Did he fall? Was it a little bit of both? 
Either way, the backwards fall didn’t look great. 

other angles of Ilya Samsonov falling back after the penalty shot 
pic.twitter.com/cMz7T3ppEy 

— Omar (@TicTacTOmar) November 6, 2022 

At this point, we have no idea how long Samsonov will be out. 

Keefe on Samsonov: "I have no update. He has a knee injury, but don’t 
know the extent of it at this point." Happened on the penalty shot. 
Samsonov won't be available tomorrow. #Leafs 

— Terry Koshan 🇺🇦 (@koshtorontosun) November 6, 2022 

Game Score 

Final grade: A 

Finally. All it took was a game against a playoff rival to activate what 
Sheldon Keefe, Kyle Dubas and Leafs fans have wanted to see: a 
complete game from start to finish. The Leafs didn’t give up a five-on-five 
goal against one of the most dangerous lines in the league, the penalty 
kill was solid and the power play delivered. Additionally, they controlled 
the pace of play when they could and didn’t get overwhelmed with 
extended shifts that allowed the Bruins to get momentum. The standard 
has been set. The Leafs showed they can play this way and win. Let’s 
see if they can keep it going. 

What’s next for the Leafs?  

The Leafs visit Carolina on Sunday night at 5 p.m. to complete the back-
to-back on TSN4. Does Erik Källgren play again? 
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Capitals claim Nicolas Aube-Kubel amid injuries: How he fits in the lineup 

 

Tarik El-Bashir 

06/11/2022 

 

Washington claimed forward Nicolas Aube-Kubel off waivers from 
Toronto on Saturday as the Capitals scrambled to flesh out their forward 
depth amid a cascade of injuries. 

The move comes a day after the team announced that fourth-line left 
wing Beck Malenstyn had surgery to repair a broken finger on his left 
hand. 

The Maple Leafs placed Aube-Kubel on waivers because the 26-year-old 
had struggled to find his fit, recording no points in six games. Toronto 
had reportedly made Aube-Kubel available in a trade, but with no takers 
he was put on waivers with the intention of demoting him to the AHL 
Marlies. 

Enter the injury-plagued Caps, who on Saturday hosted Arizona with $35 
million in players on the shelf. 

Aube-Kubel was not expected to join Washington until Sunday’s practice 
at the earliest. 

“He’s a role player. He’s fast, he’s gritty, he’s physical,” Coach Peter 
Laviolette said after the Caps’ 3-2 loss to Arizona. “He’s top-10 in hits per 
game in the league. So he’ll bring an element of physicality. He can pop 
in some points; he had over 10 goals and 10 assists last year, as well.” 

To make room, Garrett Pilon, called up Wednesday from AHL Hershey, 
was returned to the Bears before he suited up for a game in D.C. 
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It wasn’t immediately clear where Aube-Kubel, a right-shot winger, might 
slot into the Caps lineup, but with Malenstyn out, the 6-foot, 207-pounder 
figures to get an opportunity in Malenstyn’s vacated spot. 

Washington views the acquisition as a low-risk addition to a roster that 
desperately needs proven NHL depth. Aube-Kubel signed a one-year, $1 
million contract with Toronto on the opening day of free agency. 

Caps forward lines Saturday vs. Arizona 

Left wing Center Right wing 

Alex Ovechkin 

Evgeny Kuznetsov 

Conor Sheary 

Sonny Milano 

Dylan Strome 

Marcus Johansson 

Connor McMichael 

Lars Eller 

Anthony Mantha 

Aliaksei Protas 

Nic Dowd 

Garnet Hathaway 

Joe Snively was the lone healthy scratch among Caps forwards against 
the Coyotes. 

Last season, Aube-Kubel enjoyed a breakout year with the Avalanche, 
racking up 11 goals and 11 assists in 67 regular-season games. He also 
ranked first among Colorado forwards in hits with 123. In 14 playoff 
games, though, he did not register a point. 

Aube-Kube also hoisted — and dropped — the Stanley Cup. 

Nicholas Aube-Kubel might have ruined his chances at being a future 
Keeper of the Cup  pic.twitter.com/4JcMPxg9XK 

— Hockey Night in Canada (@hockeynight) June 27, 2022 

Aube-Kubel is a strong skater and, when he’s on his game he can bring 
energy and physicality to the lineup. He is effective on the forecheck. 

Toronto hoped he would help offset some of the speed lost in depth 
players such as Ilya Mikheyev. But Aube-Kubel failed to jell with the 
Maple Leafs’ fourth line, where he skated alongside Zach Aston-Reese 
and David Kämpf. 

“We felt coming in that could be a real strong long line for us,” Maple 
Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe told reporters in Toronto earlier this week, 
“and be a line that we could rely upon. And the line just didn’t go well.” 

Keefe added: “It just hasn’t quite happened for him here. Got a little bit of 
a benefit of the doubt early on; he had a much shorter offseason than 
everyone else in our building. But that can only last for so long.” 

On Friday, Aube-Kubel was put on waivers after he sat out five of the 
previous six games as a healthy scratch. Now, Philadelphia’s second-
round pick in 2014 will get an opportunity with the Capitals, his fourth 
club in two seasons. He’s expected to wear No. 96 in D.C. 

The pickup of Aube-Kubel was the second such transaction in recent 
weeks for the Caps, who signed Sonny Milano on Oct. 15 after the 26-
year-old winger was released from his PTO in Calgary. Milano made his 
debut against the Coyotes. 

Washington opened the season without forwards Nicklas Backstrom (hip 
surgery), Tom Wilson (ACL surgery) and Carl Hagelin (eye and hip 

surgeries) and have since seen Connor Brown (ACL surgery), T.J. Oshie 
(lower body/indefinite) and Malenstyn go down. In all, the Capitals had 
already lost 51 man games going into Saturday’s game. 

When Aube-Kubel arrives in D.C., he’ll encounter at least a couple of 
familiar faces in the locker room: Darcy Kuemper, with whom spent last 
season in Colorado, and Anthony Mantha, his junior teammate for a 
couple of seasons with Val d’Or Foreurs in the QMJHL. 
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How Ilya Samsonov’s knee injury impacts the Maple Leafs 

 

Joshua Kloke, Jonas Siegel 

06/11/2022 

 

Toronto Maple Leafs goalie Ilya Samsonov left Saturday’s game against 
the Boston Bruins with a knee injury and will not return. The Leafs held 
on to defeat the Bruins 2-1. Here’s what you need to know: 

Samsonov played two periods against the Bruins, recording 14 saves. 

Coming into Saturday’s game, Samsonov was 5-2-0 with a 2.30 goals 
against average and .920 save percentage. 

The Leafs are down to their No. 3 goalie Erik Källgren. Matt Murray is still 
recovering from an adductor injury. 

The Athletic’s instant analysis: 

Bad news for the Leafs 

Samsonov was injured on Bruins forward Brad Marchand’s penalty shot 
attempt. This is bad news for the Leafs. They’re already without their 
hopeful No. 1 Murray. He’s out at least another week and maybe longer. 
Which leaves the net for the time being to the largely untested Källgren. 
The Leafs have to hope it’s a short-term thing with Samsonov. — Siegel 

Evaluating Källgren’s performance 

Källgren has shown flashes of potential throughout his 18 career NHL 
games, including when he posted a shutout in his first full NHL game of 
his career, but that he’s still yet to showcase much consistency in his 
play could be concerning for the Leafs if Samsonov’s injury is serious. At 
6-foot-3, Källgren has the build, and composure, of an NHL goalie but his 
quickness needs work. We’ll see how he plays moving forward, 
especially with a congested schedule upcoming. — Kloke 

What Samsonov’s injury means for the Leafs’ goaltending depth? 

If Samsonov’s injury is serious, it will only highlight how quickly things fall 
off for the Leafs’ goaltending depth. Joseph Woll, who has NHL 
experience, isn’t expected to return until late November after injury. 
There are two rookies with the Marlies right now: AHL Dylan Ferguson 
was signed on a PTO by the Marlies and Keith Petruzzelli is on an AHL 
contract. — Kloke 

What they’re saying 

Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe had no further update on Samsonov after the 
game. He is unsure whether Samsonov will make the trip to Carolina, 
where the Leafs face the Hurricanes on Sunday. 

Get all-access to exclusive stories. 

Subscribe to The Athletic for in-depth coverage of your favorite players, 
teams, leagues and clubs. Try a week on us. 
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Sharp-angle goal from Kings’ Vilardi with 3:18 left sinks Panthers in Los 
Angeles 

 

Dan Greenspan 

2-3 minutes 06/11/2022 

 

Gabe Vilardi scored late in the third period and the Los Angeles Kings 
defeated the Florida Panthers 5-4 on Saturday night. 

Trevor Moore and Viktor Arvidsson each had a goal and an assist, 
Rasmus Kupari and Blake Lizotte also scored and the Kings won for the 
third time in five games. Jonathan Quick made 32 saves. 

Carter Verhaeghe scored twice, Ryan Lomberg and Eetu Luostarinen 
each had a goal and the Panthers lost in regulation for the fourth time in 
their past six games. Sergei Bobrovsky, who played in his 600th career 
game, allowed five goals on 39 shots. 

Vilardi scored on a sharp-angle shot with 3:18 remaining, picking up his 
ninth goal and second game-winner of the season. 

Luostarinen tied it 3-all just 18 seconds into the third period before Lizotte 
put the Kings back ahead with his second look on a breakaway at 2:40. 

Verhaeghe then tied it 4-all at 5:04 for his third multi-goal game. 

Arvidsson put Los Angeles in front 3-2 with 26 seconds left in the second 
after Florida unsuccessfully challenged goaltender interference by 
Matthew Tkachuk that led to his goal being waived off with 2:11 left in the 
period. The subsequent penalty for delay of game culminated in 
Arvidsson’s third goal. 

The action picked up in the second with three goals in a span of 52 
seconds, with tallies by Kupari and Moore sandwiched around 
Verhaeghe’s centering pass that went in off Kings defenseman Mikey 
Anderson. 

Lomberg scored his second goal of the season to put the Panthers up 1-
0 midway through the first period. He beat Quick with a wrist shot into the 
top corner from the right dot during a delayed penalty. 
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GameDay No. 12: Lines, Betting Odds for Panthers at Kings 

 

George Richards 

4-5 minutes 05/11/2022 

 

With the Florida Panthers having back-to-back games in Southern 
California against the Kings and Ducks, it was assumed they would bring 
up an extra forward just in case. 

Florida currently has the salary cap space and the roster room for a call-
up and, once Patric Hornqvist went down after getting hit in the face 
Thursday night, that assumption became reality. 

Aleksi Heponiemi had a strong showing in training camp and a good start 
to his season in Charlotte so he was deserving of being the first forward 
recalled from the AHL. 

Heponiemi is not expected to draw into the lineup on Saturday night 
against Los Angeles with Hornqvist out and coach Paul Maurice saying 
Colin White will return after taking Thursday night. 

Heponiemi could be in Sunday against Anaheim. 

As far as Heponiemi goes, in normal times, he would have made the 
Panthers out of training camp. 

For Daily Coverage of the Florida Panthers All Year Long, Get a 
Subscription to Florida Hockey Now! 

Had Florida carried 22 or 23 players on its opening night roster, 
Heponiemi would have remained with the team. 

But because of cap issues, Florida could only keep 20 players — so 
Florida had to hold its collective breath and hope Heponiemi cleared 
waivers to be assigned to the Checkers. 

In six games with Charlotte so far, Heponiemi has two goals and four 
points as he has continued his strong play from training camp and the 
preseason to the Checkers. 

“With the players we have here, it is so hard to crack the team,” 
Heponiemi said during the preseason. 

“You really have to earn a spot here. Nothing is given. It is not easy. If 
you play good enough you will make this team and if you do not, well, 
you won’t. 

Get FHN+ today! 

”So you just have to work, work and work and keep moving forward. 
Being able to play some NHL games certainly helps when it comes to 
being more comfortable, having some confidence and being around this 
team helps as well. You really get a feel for these guys.” 

When Aaron Ekblad went on long-term injured reserve, the Panthers 
were able to use the additional cap space created to sign Eric Staal as 
well as add defensemen Lucas Carlsson and Matt Kiersted to the active 
roster — leaving one spot open. 

Heponiemi fills that opening — for now. 

With Ekblad expected to return next weekend against Edmonton, the 
Panthers are going to have to make some roster moves to get cap 
compliant although Hornqvist’s injury could mean a trip to LTIR in order 
to keep everything going for at least another couple of weeks. 

The Panthers have made no indication they will do that with Maurice 
saying Saturday that Hornqvist was day-to-day. 

But, if Florida were to activate Ekblad and place Hornqvist on LTIR, the 
team would at least be able to carry two extra players on its roster 
through December — likely sending back one of Carlsson and Kiersted 
while keeping a forward. 
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Early Returns: Matthew Tkachuk Trade Looks Good on the Florida 
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The Florida Panthers took a big leap of faith by sending all-time leading 
scorer Jonathan Huberdeau and budding star defenseman MacKenzie 
Weegar to Calgary for Matthew Tkachuk in a blockbuster July trade. 

It has paid off for them so far. 

Through the first month of the season, Tkachuk leads the Panthers with 
five goals and 16 points in 11 games, which is good for sixth in the 
league. 

Huberdeau, meanwhile, has just one goal and five points in nine games 
for a Flames team that currently finds itself on a three-game losing skid. 

Last season, Florida relied on a speed-based transition game to generate 
offense — which worked great in the regular season to the tune of 340 
goals. 

The playoffs were a different story entirely. 

And that is a big reason why Tkachuk is in Florida — and Huberdeau is 
not. 

That speed-based element was largely helped by Huberdeau’s keen 
playmaking ability on the fly and was stunted by the Tampa Bay 
Lightning’s structured neutral zone defense in its sweep of the Panthers 
in the second round. 

Tkachuk was brought in to carve through those types of defensive play 
with his strength, powerful skating and 6-foot-2, 200-pound frame. 

So far, things are playing out exactly as Florida wanted them to. 

Calgary underwent a lot of turnover offensively during the offseason — 
specifically with Tkachuk and fellow 100-point scorer Johnny Gaudreau 
both leaving — and have been relying on Huberdeau and fellow 
newcomer Nazem Kadri to pick up the slack. 

The speed of the Flames’ offense last year predicated a lot on 
Gaudreau’s fast-paced playmaking ability and they are trying to emulate 
that through Huberdeau this season. 

It has not quite worked out so far. 

Huberdeau’s game has slowed down since his arrival in Cowtown and it 
has marred the Flames as of late. 

The former 115-point scorer has not registered a single point since 
Calgary started its three-game losing streak on Oct. 29. 

Matthew Tkachuk Impresses in Florida Panthers Debut 

“Jonathan has to speed his game up, that’s for sure,” Flames coach 
Darryl Sutter said per Calgary Hockey Now. 

“I think players like that that are cerebral guys, the way they see the 
game — you’ve got to do it moving. Sometimes you can paralyze 
yourself.” 

That hesitation to his game was present throughout the Panthers’ 2022 
playoff run — where he had just five points in 10 games and helped run a 
1-for-31 power play — and it has not seemed to go away just yet. 

“I’ve still got a lot of work to do. It hasn’t been easy for me the beginning 
of the year,” Huberdeau said. 

“I think (Sutter is) right. Thinking a little bit too much out there and not 
moving my feet as I used to last year. I’ve got to start doing that. I want to 
do it as soon as possible. I’ve just got to relax.” 

Meanwhile, Tkachuk’s success in Florida is arguably in spite of the 
team’s pace of play. 

The Panthers’ once-potent offense has sputtered out of the gate, starting 
the season 20th in goals-for-per-game (3.0) and with the league’s 
second-worst power play (10.6 percent), yet Tkachuk still is Top 10 in 
scoring. 

The 24-year-old power forward has gotten his points by willing his way 
through opponents and fighting for rebounds in front of the net. 

His strength combined with his unique ability to make plays with such 
little space around him makes him hard to stop even when things are not 
going right around him. 

That was why Panthers general manager Bill Zito rushed to the phone to 
try and land him when he unexpectedly became available in July. 

”He is real good right hashmarks down in the offensive zone,” Paul 
Maurice said. 

“He has hand skill and with the way he positions his body, he is clearly 
not afraid to hang it out down there. He has a little edge when he bumps 
into people, we just have to have a little rangefinder going with some of 
those shots and he will do well.” 

Matthew Tkachuk Feels Right at Home with Florida Panthers 

While it is still too early to tell whether the Panthers won this trade — nor 
may there ever truly be a ‘winner’ — and Huberdeau is certainly a great 
enough player to break out of this slump, Florida still has many reasons 
to be happy with the trade. 

They got younger, they wedged themselves out of an otherwise lengthy 
salary cap dilemma and they got the player they needed to compete in 
slower-paced games. 
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Campbell and Edmonton Oilers come up short against Stars 

 

Robert Tychkowski 
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On a frigid Saturday afternoon in Edmonton, the Dallas Stars had Soup 
for lunch. 

It was a lukewarm Jack (Soup) Campbell they feasted on, but it still did 
the trick. 

With backup goalie Stuart Skinner putting up some very impressive 
numbers early in his career, Campbell needs to elevate his own game 
and quiet any rumblings of a goaltending controversy. But he turned up 
the volume instead in a 6-2 defeat at Rogers Place. 

“I just haven’t brought my best and frankly it’s just been pathetic the way 
that I’ve been playing,” said Campbell, who watched his .881 save 
percentage take another dive. 

“I owe it to this team to bring my A game and they haven’t seen it yet. I’m 
going to keep working hard. I’m going to get through this and be there for 
the guys. They’ve been playing great.” 

Not Saturday. Campbell had plenty of company in the loser’s circle. The 
whole team was a step behind, falling behind early and dropping their 
second game in a row. 

“I thought today, that was a team loss, it’s not on one person,” said head 
coach Jay Woodcroft. “We got ‘out-everythinged’ tonight. In the 12 
games we’ve played this year, we laid an egg tonight. 

“That was the first time I have seen that this year, where we didn’t have it 
in all facets of the game and to a man we weren’t good enough. It is not 
on one person.” 
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Campbell will take most of the heat for this loss because he didn’t play 
well and goalies are always an easy target. But while the Oilers could 
have used another save or two, they got what they deserved. 

“I don’t think it has anything to do with our goaltender, I think it has to do 
with what we’re giving up,” said forward Derek Ryan. “We’re giving up 
way too much. He’s making big saves for us and we have to play better 
in front of him. 

“When you lose a game like that the battle effort is one (reason) for sure 
— I think we lost to many one-on-one battles, stick battles.” 

The Dallas game started pretty much according to script, meaning it 
started on the wrong foot for Edmonton. 

The Stars have been fast starters all year, scoring first in 10 of their first 
12 games and outscoring opponents 15-4 in the opening 20 minutes. 

So, with Campbell and the Oilers being notoriously slow starters, an early 
deficit was rather predictable. 

In just his eighth start of the season, Campbell has given up a quick goal 
five times — on the second shot against Vancouver, third shot against 
Calgary, fifth shot against St. Louis, second shot against Nashville and 
third shot Saturday against Dallas. 

He couldn’t do much about the last one — a back door tap in from an 
unmarked Joe Pavelski at 6:15 to give the Stars a 1-0 lead at the first 
intermission. 

The second one was on him. Campbell whiffed on Colin Miller’s snapshot 
from a foot inside the blue line 6:16 into the second period and the Oilers 
were down by two. 

It was such a bizarre miss that people actually wondered if the puck went 
through his glove. 

“Through it, over it, under it, I don’t know how it went in,” sighed 
Campbell. “But it went in. It’s not good enough.” 

Leon Draisaitl’s power play one-timer cut the lead in half, but the Stars 
weren’t done yet. 

Jason Robertson banked a puck off the short side post, then off of 
Campbell’s back and over the line to make it 3-1. Then Jamie Benn got 
position on Cody Ceci in the crease for an easy tap-in to make it 4-1 (on 
a 29-19 shot advantage) at the second intermission. 

“I think we can be a lot harder in certain areas on the ice,” said 
Woodcroft. “We have been through most of this young season, but 
tonight it wasn’t there for us. To a man, we just weren’t good enough 
tonight.” 

Darnell Nurse scored 3:41 into the third period to make it interesting, right 
up until the part where Evander Kane took a crosschecking penalty 
seven seconds later and Edmonton’s woeful penalty kill gave up another 
one to Benn at 4:01, who completed the hat-trick by shooting top shelf on 
a two-on-one at 13:33. 

It’s tough to say which one feels worse, giving up two goals in seven 
seconds to lose a 4-3 heartbreaker to the New Jersey Devils or being 
blown out of your own rink. 

Either way, Edmonton’s five-game winning streak is now just a fading 
memory as they head out on the road for a tough, four-game swing that 
will test them at every turn — Washington, Tampa Bay, Carolina and 
Florida. 

It only gets harder from here. 

“We have a long plane ride to digest what we put down today and to 
come up with a game plan to get better,” said Woodcroft. “As I said, 12 
games into the year, that was an egg we laid today. There is no skirting 
around it. We weren’t good enough and I don’t think anybody in our room 
would argue otherwise.” 
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Why Oilers’ latest ‘pathetic’ performance from Jack Campbell is a 
growing issue 

 

Daniel Nugent-Bowman 
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EDMONTON — Is it time to start worrying about Jack Campbell? 

That was the biggest question after the Oilers’ second straight loss — 6-2 
to the Stars — a dreadful team performance in which there were many, 
many issues. 

But it was Campbell’s play in net that — yet again — was well below 
average. 

“It was kind of like it’s gone all year for me personally,” Campbell said. “I 
just haven’t brought my best. Frankly, it’s just been pathetic the way I’ve 
been playing. 

“I owe it to this team to bring my A-game, and they haven’t seen it yet.” 

No, they haven’t. 

The Oilers signed Campbell to shore up the most important position on 
the ice — one that was played by Mike Smith, one of the league’s oldest 
players who was prone to injury, and the inconsistent Mikko Koskinen. 

They’re paying him handsomely, too, a $5 million AAV over five years — 
a contract he’d felt he’d earned. 

More was expected out of Campbell. There’s no other way to put it. He’s 
the first to admit that, as he did postgame. 

After he allowed six goals on 36 shots Saturday, Campbell’s save 
percentage sits at a paltry .874 — ninth worst in the league. “Pathetic” 
might be underselling it. 

At least earlier in the season he was winning games or mostly finding a 
way to keep his team in them. 

Saturday was the perfect storm — a poor outing when his teammates 
needed him to steal a game. For as bad as Campbell was, the skaters in 
front of him were arguably worse. 

“That’s a team loss,” coach Jay Woodcroft said. “That’s not on one 
person. We got out everything’d — we, as a group, did. 

“We laid an egg. That was the first time I’ve seen that this year where we 
didn’t have it in all facets of the game.” 

Campbell is part of that group. He clearly didn’t hold up his end of the 
bargain. 

The second goal he surrendered, a slapper by Stars defenceman Colin 
Miller, reeked. Miller’s shot was a rocket, but he was maybe a stride 
inside the blue line when he unleashed it. There was no traffic in front. 

The shot eluded Campbell’s glove, the webbing of which appeared 
blackened and stretched — video on the broadcast showed — after the 
puck went in. However, Campbell wasn’t about to blame a mitt that he 
didn’t replace. 

“Through it, over it, under it — I don’t know how it went in, but it went in,” 
he said. “It’s not good enough. It went in.” 

Campbell had his share of misfortune as well. 
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Stars sniper Jason Robertson’s shot off the rush in the second period 
went off the post, off Campbell’s back and in. It was still a short-side shot 
that went by him. Not great. 

Even if he’s not exactly allowing stinker after stinker, Campbell must find 
a way to make some of these saves. 

“It’s just keeping pucks out. I expect to do that at a very high level,” he 
said. “I haven’t done that yet.” 

Campbell has been vastly outplayed by 24-year-old Stuart Skinner, a 
netminder with 14 NHL appearances on his resume before this season. It 
hasn’t been particularly close either — with the one caveat being that the 
Oilers have played in more wide-open, high-scoring games when 
Campbell’s been in net. 

The Oilers have back-to-back games on the road upcoming, Monday in 
Washington and Tuesday in Tampa, Fla. You can bet Skinner will get 
one of those starts. Their tough trip continues with games in Raleigh, 
N.C., and Sunrise, Fla., to close out next week. 

The way things have gone as of now, Skinner should get at least one of 
those games — maybe both. 

The Oilers brought in Campbell to be their unquestioned starter, 
someone who could start at least 50 games. He’s started eight of 12, or 
two-thirds, so he’s certainly tracking that way. 

This could be a chance for Skinner to get more action — at least while 
Campbell finds his game. 

“We’re trying to come up with a game plan,” Woodcroft said. “We think 
we have two really good options.” 

Again, this loss isn’t all on Campbell. Far from it. 

Fourth-liner Derek Ryan said the Oilers are giving up way too much in 
front of Campbell. He’s got a point. They’re not doing their goaltender 
any favours. 

The Stars dominated the Oilers in every aspect Saturday. 

There was zero offensive spark from the forwards. The lines were put in 
a blender midway through the game with Dylan Holloway and Jesse 
Puljujarvi being promoted to the top six and Kailer Yamamoto and Ryan 
Nugent-Hopkins getting demoted. 

They were porous defensively, an issue that’s been more common than 
not early this season. Joe Pavelski’s goal was a tap-in. The third of Jamie 
Benn’s three goals was scored on a two-on-one, albeit late in the game 
with the Oilers pressing. 

The much-relied-upon power play was disjointed, a rarity. It capitalized 
on just one of six chances. 

The penalty kill — arguably the weakest point of the team so far — 
surrendered two goals on three Dallas opportunities. 

They were undisciplined. Darnell Nurse scored 3:41 into the third to 
make it a two-goal game. Evander Kane took a needless cross-checking 
penalty on the next shift. Naturally, the Stars scored on that power play 
— all but securing the win. 

This was a brutal showing. 

“They out-battled us,” Nurse said. “We didn’t match their intensity and 
their compete. We ended up on the wrong side of it.” 

Campbell wasn’t much better, though, as the last line of defence. 

We’re still early in Campbell’s Oilers tenure, so there’s plenty of time to 
rectify this issue. There’s nowhere to go but up. 

“I’m confident Jack is going to put the work in,” Woodcroft said. “He’s a 
great teammate. We have confidence in him. He’ll continue to work 
through it. 

“Just as any position player that struggles, if you put the work in, you 
eventually see the results.” 

The Oilers have to hope so, because the results sure haven’t come for 
Campbell yet. 

In addition to having a poor goals-against average, Campbell has 
allowed 7.34 goals above average, whereas he’s surrendered 6.83 goals 
above average in all situations, according to Natural Stat Trick. 

He’s not stopping the hard ones. He’s not stopping many. 

There’s plenty more to give. Just ask him. 

“I’m going to keep working hard,” Campbell said. “I’m going to get 
through this and be there for the guys. 

“I’m going to bring my best here. The boys deserve it. I can’t wait to show 
them.” 
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Lowetide: Oilers prospects crowding AHL roster, ice time at a premium 

 

Allan Mitchell 
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On Wednesday, the Edmonton Oilers’ top farm team (Bakersfield 
Condors) played its most complete game of the season. Veteran NHL 
winger Mattias Janmark scored the winner, emerging prospect Mike 
Kesselring scored again (he leads AHL defenders with five goals in eight 
games) and veteran goalie Calvin Pickard came up big when he needed 
to in order to ensure the win. 

On Friday, the team beat the Henderson Silver Knights 3-1 in 
Bakersfield, with Raphael Lavoie scoring a power forward’s goal in his 
second game back from injury. Prospect goaltender Olivier Rodrigue had 
one of his best outings during his time in the AHL. 

Players are getting healthy (Lavoie, Carter Savoie and Vincent 
Desharnais recently played their first games of the season) and that’s 
creating a logjam for Condors coach Colin Chaulk. 

In the Wednesday game against the San Diego Gulls, legit prospect 
Tyler Tullio was a healthy scratch. A one-off scratch in the AHL isn’t a 
major deal but it does point to the large group of forwards who are vying 
for playing time in Bakersfield. It’s important the prospects get playing 
time. Here’s a look by position. 

All goalies in the Oilers system have struggled to stop pucks early in the 
year. Pickard enjoyed a strong preseason with the big club and has a 2-
2-1 record in the AHL, but more will be expected as the entire team 
assembles after key pieces return from injury. 

Rodrigue has also struggled; this is a major pressure point in his career, 
the organization will want to give him plenty of starts in the AHL to see 
what he can do with a full shot. His performance on Friday night was his 
most impressive since shutting out the Ontario Reign in April 2021. 

Stuart Skinner took all of the oxygen out of the position over the last two 
years as he built his NHL resume. Now is Rodrigue’s time. 

Ryan Fanti was the most touted goalie prospect entering this season. His 
college career made him attractive to several NHL teams, with Edmonton 
winning the chase to get Fanti’s name on the contract. So far, the 
numbers aren’t impressive. Colton Point is signed to a minor league deal. 
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He was a fifth-round selection by the Dallas Stars in 2016 and enjoyed a 
good year in the ECHL in 2021-22. 

There is no obvious conflict for a prospect at this position. All the 
prospects are playing. 

The only men signed to NHL contracts are Philip Broberg (who was hurt 
to start the season and missed the Wednesday and Friday games 
because he was nicked up) and Markus Niemelainen (who is in the 
NHL). 

Based on viewings of the team, all of Yanni Kaldies, Alex Peters and 
Darien Kielb have shown themselves capable in the early days of the 
AHL season. Condors general manager Keith Gretzky and his staff have 
done a nice job filling in around a position unlikely to be populated by 
Oilers prospects with high pedigree. 

The graduations of Niemelainen and (soon) Broberg mean this season is 
open to minor-league players signed by the organization. So far the 
results have been solid. 

This is one of the most fascinating positions for Oilers fans to watch this 
season. 

Kesselring is emerging as a substantial NHL prospect, his play across 
the board shows range and maturity. The scoring is outstanding but his 
overall play has improved markedly. Edmonton has Cody Ceci, Evan 
Bouchard and Tyson Barrie on the NHL team, but it’s possible Kesselring 
sees a recall this season. 

Veteran Jason Demers has been a rock for Bakersfield. He plays on the 
left or right side, has given the defensive group a rugged edge, and may 
see NHL time this season. Desharnais is also in line for an NHL look, but 
it will be some time since the big man is just back playing AHL games 
this week. 

The downbeat at a strong position is Phil Kemp. His results have been 
out of step with his resume (shutdown defence). A 3-6 on-ice goal 
differential at even strength is a stark contrast to his career totals (36-30, 
54.5 percent). It’s early in the season, but the depth chart at this position 
is strong. Kemp is in the final year of his entry-level deal, and needs to 
show well in his area of strength. 

The star of this show is James Hamblin, who is an exciting, aggressive 
forward in the AHL knocking on the NHL door. Scouts found him in the 
WHL after he went undrafted, and it took Hamblin two years to earn an 
NHL contract. He’s good across the board at this level. Per 82 games in 
the AHL, he is scoring 12-19-42. Expect an NHL look later in the year. 

Brad Malone and Greg McKegg are veterans in the AHL and NHL, doing 
the tough work of playing centre in the AHL. Both are worthy of recall, but 
McKegg’s ice time has been low so far this season. That could be a 
reason Noah Philip was recently moved to right wing. 

Philp immediately scored his first pro goal when moving to the wing and 
scored another Friday night. He’s a fascinating prospect whose presence 
implies he should be more productive. He is 6-foot-3, 198 pounds and 
24, so his time is now despite his lack of pro experience. 

Luke Esposito is the ideal bottom-six centre in the AHL. He can play any 
style required and has good hands. Filip Engaras has played in both the 
AHL and ECHL, having better scoring success for Fort Wayne. 

There is a pressure point here if the organization wants Philp to play 
centre on a regular basis. McKegg could be moved to the wing, or dealt, 
if the team finds the prospects are getting squeezed out of playing time. 

One assist in 6 games 

Klim Kostin and Janmark have plenty of NHL experience and are high-
octane contributors at the AHL level. It would be shocking to see both of 
them remain in the minors all season. In the case of Kostin, a recall 
seems likely, and Janmark could be recalled or traded. 

The pressure point at the position surrounds Savoie. A young man with a 
first-shot scorer’s ability and a volume shooter’s approach to the game, if 

the team is using him wisely you can expect a talented centre playing on 
his line. Injuries forced a late start, but when Savoie is rolling the ideal 
centre would be Hamblin. He played Friday night with McKegg (centre) 
and Seth Griffith (right wing), that’s a solid push for the rookie. 

Graham McPhee is a useful utility player who draws in on the third or 
fourth line. Philp’s move to the other wing may give McPhee more games 
this season. 

The impact player of this year’s show among prospects is the brilliant and 
enterprising Xavier Bourgault. He has yet to score a goal at even 
strength, but has two on the penalty kill (he’s a wizard at turning over 
pucks at four-on-five) and one on the power play. He has 20 shots in 
eight games (three goals) and is sporting a 15 percent shooting 
percentage in the AHL. In his final year of junior, he averaged more than 
four shots per game and almost 20 percent of his shots were goals. Even 
if he loses a little volume and the percentage goes down, he’s going to 
be a productive AHL player. NHL recall? Too soon to know. 

Griffith was the team’s top scorer one year ago (30 goals and 80 points) 
and has enjoyed some fantastic chances to score so far this season. 
That he has zero goals is an anomaly, he’ll get untracked soon. An NHL 
recall is possible, but his chances will be better if he can bury more of his 
chances. 

Dino Kambeitz is a player to watch for two reasons. He’s one of the few 
forwards in the system who plays with an intimidating edge, and his 
offensive chops appear to be better than anticipated coming out of junior 
(Victoria Royals and Lethbridge Hurricanes of the WHL). He’s miles from 
the NHL today but has shown an ability to be useful in some important 
areas with the Condors. 

Tullio was a healthy scratch Wednesday, back in the lineup Friday. He is 
one of the young men impacted by the pandemic (didn’t play in the OHL, 
played 19 games in 2020-21 in the Slovak league) and needs to be a 
regular. If he can’t play in Bakersfield, and that’s a stretch based on his 
fine play, the Oilers should consider sending him to Fort Wayne. 

Of all the young players in Bakersfield, his game as a healthy scratch 
was not merited based on quality of play. 

What’s next? 

Fans are talking about Dylan Holloway possibly heading to Bakersfield. 
That might further confuse the issue. There are nine names on the 
summer top-20 prospects list who are in Bakersfield now; that’s a ton of 
young talent. Specifically, the forward group is very crowded, and if 
Holloway is sent down, that could impact a young player. 

What’s the play? There are five forwards on the roster who need to play, 
most in a feature role. Bourgault, Lavoie, Savoie, Tullio and Philp are all 
prospects who need to play a lot in order to progress. 

There are six veterans who can flourish on one of the top three lines: 
Malone, Hamblin, McKegg, Kostin, Janmark and Griffith are all capable 
of having success in the league. 

That’s 11 players for nine jobs, and two young men getting squeezed 
before Holloway (potentially) gets sent down. Can a team have too many 
prospects arrive at the same time? If the team has over-signed NHL-AHL 
veterans at the position, the answer is yes. 

The Oilers are here. The last time the team had this much depth at 
forward on the farm team was 1992-93, a season that produced an AHL 
championship and six future NHL forwards. 
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